Hydrophobicity of oligopeptides having un-ionizable side chains.
The hydrophobicity of any peptide is a physicochemical property not only of the amino acid sequence, but also of the secondary and tertiary structure. It is also an essential factor to consider in peptide drug delivery, which has become increasingly important in recent years with the discovery of many peptides with potential pharmaceutical uses. The hydrophobicities (log P) of dito pentapeptides reported by Akamatsu and Fujita have been correlated with 12 parameters including 7 indicator variables. We have tried to simply this equation by using more common and simple parameters. Good correlations have been obtained for log P with a five-parameter equation using the sum of the hydrophobicity of component amino acids (log Paa), molecular weight (log MW), the frequency of beta-turn formation (F beta) of peptides, which is an important tertiary structural parameter, the dipole moment (mu) calculated with a computer-assisted program, and the number of amino acids in a peptide (N). This equation should be useful in drug delivery in predicting the relative hydrophobicity of new peptides with no ionizable side chains.